ABOUT US

Zinntex LLC, is located in New York City at 260 West 39th Street, Suite 401. The Company was founded in 2015, by Morris, Alyce, Ricky, Ithan and Barry Zinn. Zinntex is a Vertical Operation with offices in N.Y., Hong Kong and China, as well as factory partnerships in China, Taiwan, Bangladesh, Mexico, Vietnam and US. The company offers Direct Sourcing to retailers, hospitals, government agencies and businesses all over the world.

In February of 2020 after seeing Covid-19 effect our friends & global partners around the world and with PPE in short supply we launched Zinntex Medical. We hit the ground running with a mission to source the most experienced factories all over the world that manufactured top quality PPE supplies, meeting FDA and CDC regulations. We have secured production space manufacturing N95 & KN95 masks, 3 ply surgical and non-surgical masks, medical gowns, isolation gowns, shields, goggles, bouffant hair and shoe covers, nitrile gloves, infrared thermometers, hand sanitizer, and several other PPE items.

The Zinn family has 40 years of experience manufacturing garments and have utilized their supply chain to support Hospitals, Healthcare Professionals, First Responders, The New York State Dept. Of Health, Essential Businesses and Large Corporations.

We are handling PPE procurement for BlackRock, Chase Bank, Marc Jacobs, Tom Ford, the MLS, NBA, Amazon, Walmart and many others. We work hand in hand with our sourcing team and FDA attorney vetting factories by double checking all documentation. Our global factory partnerships enable us the flexibility both on price and speed to market.

Zinntex Medical is dependable, is priced competitively and is eager to help, to make a difference. We are ready to support you in this battle against Covid-19. Please reach out at any time. We are in this together.
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OUR PRODUCTS -- RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

KN95 Mask w/ External Metal Nose Piece

KN95 Mask w/ Internal Metal Nose Piece

Environmental Protection Mask
OUR PRODUCTS -- RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

Standard Procedure Mask  
with Elastic Ear Loop

Face Shield
OUR PRODUCTS -- EYE PROTECTION

Protective Goggles

Protective Glasses – Clear Rim/ Closed sides

Protective Glasses – Black Rim/ Open Sides
OUR PRODUCTS – FULL BODY PROTECTION

Gloves - Powderless

Tie Back Isolation Gown (Level 1 & Level 2)

Coverall Protection Suit

Isolation Coverall
OUR PRODUCTS – FULL BODY PROTECTION

- Short Shoe Covers
  Medical Use & Non-Medical Use

- Long Shoe Covers

- Disposable Bouffant Caps
  Medical Use & Non-Medical Use

- Infrared No-Contact Thermometer
KN95 MASK

**Product Description/Details:**
- Adjustable metal nose piece (external or internal).
- Elastic ear loop for comfortable fit.
- Lightweight and provides breathable filtration.

**Brands:**
- Beloved (CDC approved for medical use).
- Wone (non-medical use)
- Qibu (non-medical use).
Environmental Protection Mask
Reusable

Product Description/Details:
- Can wash and reuse up to 20 times.
- 3 layers of protection.
- Adjustable ear loop.
- Malleable nose rack.
- PTFE nanfiltration membrane
Standard Procedure Mask

**Product Description/Details:**

- Elastic ear loop for comfortable fit.
- High ventilation and easy breathing.
- Multi-layer material structure proven for effective dust isolation.
- Plastic nose frame.
- Bacterial filtration efficiency > 98%
- Material Composition: polypropylene spunbonded, non-woven cloth and melt-sprays cloth.
- 17cmx17cm (expanded size)
Protective Goggles

Product Description/Details:
- Wrap around indirect ventilation.
- Polycarbonate Clear Lens.
- Elastic Adjustable Headband.
- Soft Edge Design.
- Waterproof and Impact-Resistant.
- Can Block Saliva Droplets, Splash, and Dust But Also Effectively Isolate Viruses.
Protective Glasses

**Product Description/Details:**
- The strong and durable wraparound construction offers a high level of direct eye protection, while the side covers protect peripherals.
- Fits over most prescription glasses.
- Anti-fog/anti-scratch.
- To avoid scratches, when wearing the over specs, always leave a sufficient gap between both pairs of glasses.
Face Shield

**Product Description/Details:**
- Double Anti-Fog PET
- Adjustable elastic head strap for secure fit.
- Brand: Andent Dental Co.
- Adult size: 330x220mm.
- Thickness: 0.18-0.3mm.
Disposable Medical Gloves

Product Description/Details:
- Latex Free, powder Free, textured, disposable.
- Extraordinary strength and puncture resistance while maintaining tactile sensitivity.
- Material: Nitrile.
- Sizing: S/M/L
- Sterility: Non-sterile.
Tie back Isolation Gown
(Level 1 & Level 2)

Product Description/Details:

**Level 1:** Minimal risk, to be used, for example, during basic care, standard isolation, cover gown for visitors, or in a standard medical unit.

**Level 2:** Low risk, to be used, for example, during blood draw, suturing, in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), or a pathology lab.

- Fluid resistant gown.
- Poly coated full back.
- Elastic arm cuff.
- Adjustable tie for secure and comfortable fit.
- One size fits most.
Coverall Protection Suit

**Product Description/Details:**
- Protection from unwanted and dangerous substances.
- Comfortable, available for medical operations.
- Latex-free, disposable.
Isolation Coverall

**Product Description/Details:**
- Disposable one-piece.
- Non-sterile, single-use.
- Used for general isolation. Provides both comfort for long-time wear and good protection against dust and particles, offering high strength and toughness.
- One size fits most.
- Includes hood and zipper. Elastic at waist, wrist and ankle for secure fit.
Short Shoe Covers

**Product Description/Details:**

**Non-medical use:**
- Waterproof, anti-skid and anti-static.
- Lightweight, form-fitting with high quality adjustable elastic.
- Three-layer edging.
- Two-layer seam.
- CPE Material.
- One size fits most.

**Medical use:**
Long Shoe Covers

**Product Description/Details:**

- Waterproof, skid-resistant and anti-static.
- Lightweight, form-fitting.
- Adjustable fit with handheld tie.
- One size fits most.
Disposable Bouffant Cap

Product Description/Details:

- Sanitary head cover keeps hair out of your eyes and away from your work.
- Elastic headband offers a comfortable, non-slipping fit.
- One size fits most.
Infrared No-Contact Thermometer

Product Description/Details:

- No contact, infrared high accuracy measurement, safety temperature measurement.
- Backlight LCD digital display, lightweight and portable for use.
- Built-in laser pointer precise non-contact infrared measurement.
- 2 temperature units for conversion: Fahrenheit or Celsius, long press "MODE" more than 5s.
- Measurement modes selection for various needs favorable.
- Body temperature measurement: directed to the forehead with a distance of 1-15 cm.
- Different backlight color for different temperature ranges under BODY mode.
- Temperature object measurement: measure the surface temperature of an object baby bath water temperature or milk temperature, etc.
- Power supply: battery
- Fever tips: three-color backlight tips
- Model: 8809C
- Type: Handheld
CONTACT US

Let Us Help...

260 West 39th Street, Suite 401
New York, NY 10018

732-842-7999

mannsales@zinntex.com